**Workshop:** Smile Design from 2D to 3D  

**Date:** November 18, 2015  

**Faculty:** Dr Ahmed Korayem [View Profile]  

**Objectives:**  
- How to do the smile analysis and design using computer without any special software (only powerpoint or keynote)  
- Demo on one of the available smile design softwares in the market  
- How to transfer the design from 2D to 3D  

**Venue:** ACB Conference Room  

**Time:** 9am to 5pm  

**Fee:** Rs. 15,000 - On-Spot: Rs. 17,500  

**Requirements:** All Participants are requested to bring their own laptop or macbook with you. (*Laptop with Following Specs: Windows: (XP, 7, 8, 8.1), Hard-Disk Space: 32GB, Processor: 1.5 GHz or Faster, RAM: 2 GB)*